Importance of Education in Palliative Care
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Demographic change indicates a significant increase in the number of patients who will need palliative care, thus, training professionals to meet this demand is necessary and urgent. However, not all medical courses have the discipline, others do not even teach the subject. Although Palliative Care is positioned to become a recognized medical specialty, it is still largely omitted from university curricula [1]. This lack of Palliative Care education and training opportunities has been identified as a barrier to the development of the discipline [1]. Education in the practice of palliative medicine for all future clinicians is of critical importance as changing demographics indicate that a significant increase in the number of patients with palliative care needs will surface across all medical specialties [2].

The Medical courses in Europe generally have the subject palliative care, because improving quality of life in serious illness is an international priority [3]. Palliative care focuses on improving quality of life and reducing suffering for seriously ill patients and their families [3]. However, in Latin America the situation is different, most medical schools do not have Palliative Care discipline and many other schools the subject is not quoted. In many countries, physicians have received no training in palliative medicine even when they have completed their undergraduate studies [1]. This situation is alarming, because if there are no professionals qualified to work with Palliative Care, we can conclude that many patients with life-threatening illness are suffering because they do not receive the necessary and adequate attention to their case. A necessary condition of Palliative Care is to be multidisciplinary, for this, the other courses in the health area should also include Palliative Care in the curriculum. However, in Latin America this does not happen, so there is a shortage of specialists in Palliative Care and professors. Lack of knowledge of palliative care among health professionals is one of the most common barriers to quality palliative care [4]. Therefore, education on palliative care for health professionals is needed [4].

Since the recognition of palliative medicine as a subspecialty of Medicine, there has been an increasing awareness, in addition to specialist registrar training, palliative medicine should be integrated to undergraduate medical curricula [2]. The process of teaching and learning in palliative care should take place especially in the boarding school, possibly focusing on scenarios clinics/internal medicine wards (and sub specialties) and home care [5]. The Palliative Care subject matter should also be included in the specialization courses and medical residency [5]. In Japan, the Residents learn palliative care during the entire course of illness, and the contents of the course range from training in making accurate pain diagnoses and treating the pain to training in home-based palliative care. The purpose of the course was to learn various kinds of palliative treatment for residents from the early phase of cancer to the terminal phase [6]. Adequate training of professionals is also important to ensure that patients and family members understand the principles of Palliative Care to reduce the perspective that still exists between members of the lay public view palliative care negatively due to an unfounded belief that it may shorten survival, it is important to note that no trial showed a decrease in survival from palliative care [3].

Palliative Care should be part of the integral health policy and ethically justified by the principles of quality of life and non-maleficence, because the goal of health care can not only be to heal people, but also to relieve pain and other symptoms, alleviating suffering and not causing further damaging for patients whose life-threatening illness. Giving the patient what is best for his situation, also ensures that another ethical principle is respected, the principle of beneficence, that is, maximize the benefits. The principle of justice that is expressed, in this case, through equity, give each one according to necessity. This principle indicates what should be done for the patient and should be according to the needs of the patient. One of the most obvious ways of ensuring the principle of equity is that palliative care is as close as possible to the patient’s home [7]. And to ensure the principle of autonomy,
respect the desire and the will of the patient, it is necessary for the patient to receive all the information about his case, to understand what Palliative Care is and to accept this kind of attention. The information as a basis of the autonomous decision and it is the responsibility and obligation of the physician to give all the necessary information so that the patient decides autonomously and that he receives the best and adequate attention for his case.
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